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Mapping Boston

2001-08-24

an informative and beautiful exploration of the life and history of a city

through its maps to the attentive user even the simplest map can reveal

not only where things are but how people perceive and imagine the

spaces they occupy mapping boston is an exemplar of such creative

attentiveness bringing the history of one of america s oldest and most

beautiful cities alive through the maps that have depicted it over the

centuries the book includes both historical maps of the city and maps

showing the gradual emergence of the new england region from the

imaginations of explorers to a form that we would recognize today each

map is accompanied by a full description and by a short essay offering an

insight into its context the topics of these essays by anne mackin include

people both familiar and unknown landmarks and events that were

significant in shaping the landscape or life of the city a highlight of the

book is a series of new maps detailing boston s growth the book also

contains seven essays that explore the intertwining of maps and history

urban historian sam bass warner jr starts with a capsule history of boston

barbara mccorkle david bosse and david cobb discuss the making and

trading of maps from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century historian

nancy s seasholes reviews the city s remarkable topographic history as

reflected in maps and planner alex krieger explores the relation between
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maps and the physical reality of the city as experienced by residents and

visitors in an epilogue novelist james carroll ponders the place of boston

in contemporary culture and the interior maps we carry of a city

Manuscript Cultures: Mapping the Field

2014-12-12

script and writing were among the most important inventions in human

history and until the invention of printing the handwritten book was the

primary medium of literary and cultural transmission although the study of

manuscripts is already quite advanced for many regions of the world no

unified discipline of manuscript studies has yet evolved which is capable

of treating handwritten books from east asia india and the islamic world

equally alongside the european manuscript tradition this book which aims

to begin the interdisciplinary dialogue needed to arrive at a truly

systematic and comparative approach to manuscript cultures worldwide

brings together papers by leading researchers concerned with material

philological and cultural aspects of different manuscript traditions

Mapping Modern Mahayana

2021-01-18

this book presents a multi sited ethnographic study of the global
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development of the taiwanese buddhist order fo guang shan it explores

the order s modern buddhist social engagements by examining three

globally dispersed field sites los angeles in the united states of america

bronkhorstspruit in south africa and yixing in the people s republic of

china the data collected at these field sites is embedded within the

context of broader theoretical discussions on buddhism modernity

globalization and the nation state by examining how one particular

modern buddhist religiosity that developed in a specific place moves into

a global context the book provides a fresh view of what constitutes both

modern and contemporary buddhism while also exploring the social

cultural and religious fabrics that underlie the spatial configurations of

globalization

Mapping the Sensible

2022-12-19

die reihe cinepoetics essay erkundet poetische logiken audiovisueller

bilder wobei die behandelten gegenstände thematisch eng gefasst aus

persönlicher perspektive beleuchtet oder unter einem bestimmten

ästhetischen kulturhistorischen oder theoretischen gesichtspunkt

betrachtet werden die reihe bietet einer breiten leserschaft in kompakter

form zugänge zu figurationen medialer erfahrung und führt sie auf diese

weise an ein verständnis der vielfalt filmischen denkens heran bitte
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beachten sie auch die englischsprachige degruyter com serial cine 20e b

html und die deutschsprachige cinepoetics schriftenreihe degruyter com

serial cine b html

Naming and Mapping the Gods in the Ancient

Mediterranean

2022-12-31

ancient religions are definitely complex systems of gods which resist our

understanding divine names provide fundamental keys to gain access to

the multiples ways gods were conceived characterized and organized

among the names given to the gods many of them refer to spaces cities

landscapes sanctuaries houses cosmic elements they reflect mental maps

which need to be explored in order to gain new knowledge on both the

structure of the pantheons and the human agency in the cultic dimension

by considering the intersection between naming and mapping this book

opens up new perspectives on how tradition and innovation appropriation

and creation play a role in the making of polytheistic and monotheistic

religions far from being confined to sanctuaries in fact gods dwell in

human environments in multiple ways they move into imaginary spaces

and explore the cosmos by proposing a new and interdiciplinary angle of

approach which involves texts images spatial and archeaeological data

this book sheds light on ritual practices and representations of gods in the
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whole mediterranean from italy to mesopotamia from greece to north

africa and egypt names and spaces enable to better define differentiate

and connect gods

Slavic on the Language Map of Europe

2019-10-08

conceptually the volume focuses on the relationship of the three key

notions that essentially triggered the inception and subsequent realization

of this project to wit language contact grammaticalization and areal

grouping fully concentrated on the areal typological and historical

dimensions of slavic the volume offers new insights into a number of

theoretical issues including language contact grammaticalization

mechanisms of borrowing the relationship between areal genetic and

typological sampling conservative features versus innovation and socio

linguistic aspects of linguistic alliances conceived of both synchronically

and diachronically the volume integrates new approaches towards the

areal typological profiling of slavic as a member of several linguistic areas

within europe including sae the balkan sprachbund and central european

groupings s like the danubian or carpathian areas as well as the

carpathian balkan linguistic macroarea some of the chapters focus on

structural affinities between slavic and other european languages that

arose as a result of either grammatical replication or borrowing a special
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emphasis is placed on contact induced grammaticalization in slavic micro

languages

Finer Thermodynamic Formalism – Distance

Expanding Maps and Countable State Subshifts

of Finite Type, Conformal GDMSs, Lasota-Yorke

Maps and Fractal Geometry

2022-06-06

this book consists of three volumes the first volume contains introductory

accounts of topological dynamical systems fi nite state symbolic dynamics

distance expanding maps and ergodic theory of metric dynamical systems

acting on probability measure spaces including metric entropy theory of

kolmogorov and sinai more advanced topics comprise infi nite ergodic

theory general thermodynamic formalism topological entropy and pressure

thermodynamic formalism of distance expanding maps and countable

alphabet subshifts of fi nite type graph directed markov systems conformal

expanding repellers and lasota yorke maps are treated in the second

volume which also contains a chapter on fractal geometry and its

applications to conformal systems multifractal analysis and real analyticity

of pressure are also covered the third volume is devoted to the study of

dynamics ergodic theory thermodynamic formalism and fractal geometry
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of rational functions of the riemann sphere

Boston's Massacre

2017-03-05

an in depth history of the pivotal event in colonial america as well as its

causes competing narratives and evolving memories on the night of

march 5 1770 british soldiers fired into a crowd gathered in front of boston

s custom house killing five people denounced as an act of unprovoked

violence and villainy the event that came to be known as the boston

massacre is one of the most familiar incidents in american history yet one

of the least understood eric hinderaker revisits this dramatic episode

examining in forensic detail the facts of that fateful night the competing

narratives that molded public perceptions at the time and the long

campaign afterward to transform the tragedy into a touchstone of

american identity when parliament stationed two thousand british troops in

boston beginning in 1768 resentment spread rapidly among the populace

steeped in traditions of self government and famous for their yankee

independence bostonians were primed to resist the imposition living up to

their reputation as britain s most intransigent north american community

they refused compromise and increasingly interpreted their conflict with

britain as a matter of principle relations between britain and the north

american colonies deteriorated precipitously after the shooting at the
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custom house and it soon became the catalyzing incident that placed

boston in the vanguard of the patriot movement fundamental uncertainties

about the night s events cannot be resolved but the larger significance of

the boston massacre extends from the era of the american revolution to

our own time when the use of violence in policing crowd behavior has

once again become a pressing public issue praise for boston s massacre

george washington prize finalist winner of the society of the cincinnati

prize fascinating hinderaker s meticulous research shows that the boston

massacre was contested from the beginning its meanings have plenty to

tell us about america s identity past and present wall street journal

hinderaker brilliantly unpacks the creation of competing narratives around

a traumatic and confusing episode of violence with deft insight careful

research and lucid writing he shows how the bloodshed in one boston

street became pivotal to making and remembering a revolution that

created a nation alan taylor author of american revolutions seldom does a

book appear that compels its readers to rethink a signal event in

american history it s even rarer to accomplish so formidable a feat in

prose of sparkling clarity and grace boston s massacre is a gem fred

anderson author of crucible of war

Re-mapping World Literature

2018-03-05
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how can we talk about world literature if we do not actually examine the

world as a whole research on world literature commonly focuses on the

dynamics of a western center and a southern periphery ignoring the fact

that numerous literary relationships exist beyond these established

constellations of thinking and reading within the global south re mapping

world literature suggests a different approach that aims to investigate new

navigational tools that extend beyond the known poles and meridians of

current literary maps using the example of latin american literatures this

study provides innovative insights into the literary modeling of shared

historical experiences epistemological crosscurrents and book market

processes within the global south which thus far have received scant

attention the contributions to this volume from renowned scholars in the

fields of world and latin american literatures assess travelling aesthetics

and genres processes of translation and circulation of literary works as

well as the complex epistemological entanglements and shared

worldviews between latin america africa and asia a timely book that

embraces highly innovative perspectives it will be a must read for all

scholars involved in the field of the global dimensions of literature

Mapping Narrations – Narrating Maps

2022-06-06

this volume offers the author s central articles on the medieval and early
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modern history of cartography for the first time in english translation a first

group of essays gives an overview of medieval cartography and illustrates

the methods of cartographers another analyzes world maps and travel

accounts in relation to mapped spaces a third examines land surveying

cartographical practices of exploration and the production of portolan

atlases

Geographic Mental Maps and Foreign Policy

Change

2017-05-08

in recent years geographic mental maps have made a comeback into the

spotlight of scholarly inquiry in the area of international relations ir

particularly foreign policy analysis fpa the book is framed within the

mental map research agenda it seeks to contribute and expand the

theoretical and empirical development and application of geographic

mental maps as an analytical concept for international politics more

precisely it presents a theoretical framework for understanding how

mental maps are employed in foreign policy decision making and

highlights the mechanisms involved in their transformation the theoretical

framework presented in this book employs the latest conceptual and

theoretical insight from numerous other scientific fields such as social

psychology and organizational theory in order to test the theoretical
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propositions outlined in the initial chapters the book assesses how the

carter administration s changing mental maps impacted its middle east

policy in other words the book applies geographic mental maps as an

analytical tool to explain the development of the carter doctrine the book

is particularly targeted at academics students and professionals involved

in the fields of human geography ir political geography and fpa the book

will also be of interest to individuals interested in political science more

generally while the book has is academic in nature its qualitative and

holistic approach is accessible to all readers interested in geography and

international politics luis da vinha phd is assistant professor of geography

political science at valley city state university

Cultural Mapping and the Digital Sphere

2015-09-30

fourteen essays map canadian literary and cultural products via advances

in digital humanities research methodologies

Maps and Travel in the Middle Ages and the

Early Modern Period

2019-03-04
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the volume discusses the world as it was known in the medieval and early

modern periods focusing on projects concerned with mapping as a

conceptual and artistic practice with visual representations of space and

with destinations of real and fictive travel maps were often taken as

straightforward objective configurations however they expose deeply

subjective frameworks with social political and economic significance

travel narratives whether illustrated or not can address similar frameworks

whereas travelled space is often adventurous and speaking of hardship

strange encounters and danger city portraits tell a tale of civilized life and

civic pride the book seeks to address the multiple ways in which maps

and travel literature conceive of the world communicate a weltbild depict

space and or define knowledge the volume challenges academic

boundaries in the study of cartography by exploring the links between

mapmaking and artistic practices the contributions discuss individual

mapmakers authors of travelogues mapmaking as an artistic practice the

relationship between travel literature and mapmaking illustration in travel

literature and imagination in depictions of newly explored worlds

Winning in Emerging Markets

2010

about the book the best way to select emerging markets to exploit is to

evaluate their size or growth potential right not according to tarun khanna
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and krishna palepu in winning in emerging markets these leading scholars

on the subject present a decidedly different framework for making this

crucial choice the authors argue that the primary exploitable characteristic

of emerging markets is the lack of institutions credit card systems

intellectual property adjudication data research firms that facilitate efficient

business operations while such institutional voidspresent challenges they

also provide major opportunities for multinationals and local contenders

khanna and palepu provide a playbook for assessing emerging markets

potential and for crafting strategies for succeeding in those markets they

explain how to spot institutional voids in developing economies including

in product labour and capital markets as well as social and political

systems identify opportunities to fill those voids for example by building or

improving market institutions yourself exploit those opportunities through a

rigorous five phase process including studying the market over time and

acquiring new capabilities packed with vivid examples and practical

toolkits winning in emerging markets is a crucial resource for any

company seeking to define and execute business strategy in developing

economies about the authors tarun khanna is the jorge paulo lemann

professor at harvard business school and the author of billions of

entrepreneurs how china and india are reshaping their future and yours

krishna palepu is the ross graham walker professor of business

administration and senior associate dean for international development at

the harvard business school
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都市のイメージ

2007-05

待望の声久しい名著 装いを新たに再刊

American Defenses of Corregidor and Manila Bay

1898–1945

2012-09-20

the philippines were declared an american territory on january 4 1899 and

fortification construction soon began on the islands in the mouth of manila

bay among the sites built were fort mills corregidor fort frank and the

formidable concrete battleship of fort drum the defenses suffered constant

japanese bombardment during world war ii leading to the surrender of

american forces in 1945 the forts were manned by japanese soldiers

determined to hold out to the bitter end this title details the fortifications of

this key strategic location and considers both their effectiveness and

historical importance

Jerusalem

2018-09-24
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provides a short accessible and lively introduction to jerusalem jerusalem

a brief history shows how jewish christian and islamic scriptures confer

providential meaning to the fate of the city and how modern jerusalem is

haunted by waves of biblical fantasy aiming at mutually exclusive status

quo rectification it presents the major epochs of the history of jerusalem s

urban transformation inviting readers to imagine jerusalem as a city that is

not just sacred to the many groups of people who hold it dear but as a

united unharmed place that is in this sense holy jerusalem a brief history

starts in modern jerusalem giving readers a look at the city as it exists

today it goes on to tell of its emergence as a holy city in three different

ways focusing each time on another aspect of the biblical past next it

discusses the transformation of jerusalem from a formerly jewish temple

city condemned to oblivion by its roman destroyers into an imperially

sponsored christian theme park and the afterlife of that same city under

later byzantine and muslim rulers lastly the book returns to present day

jerusalem to examine the development of the modern city under the

ottomans and the british the history of division and reunification and the

ongoing jostling over access to and sovereignty over jerusalem s

contested holy places offers a unique integration of approaches including

urban history the rhetoric of power the history of art and architecture

biblical hermeneutics and modern middle eastern studies places great

emphasis on how jerusalem is a real city where different people live and

coexist examines the urban transformation that has taken place since late
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ottoman times utilizes numerous line drawings to demonstrate how its

monumental buildings created to illustrate an alliance of divine and human

power are in fact quite ephemeral transient and fragile jerusalem a brief

history is a comprehensive and thoughtful introduction to the holy city that

will appeal to any student of religion and or history

Corporate Social Responsibility

2015-02-02

diese zweite wesentlich erweiterte auflage des standardwerks zur

verantwortungsvollen unternehmensführung zeigt innovative

managementansätze die wirtschaftlichen erfolg und gesellschaftlichen

mehrwert positiv miteinander verbinden 100 ausgewiesene autoren aus

dem gesamten deutschsprachigen raum zeigen in 80 beiträgen das

gesamte spektrum verantwortungsvoller unternehmensführung corporate

social responsibility csr die neuauflage zeichnet sich durch eine moderne

betriebswirtschaftliche perspektive auf das thema aus schwerpunkte der

aktuellen csr diskussion werden in eigenen kapiteln erörtert insbesondere

die integration von csr in kleinen und mittleren unternehmen der

finanzbereich sowie das thema kommunikation werden vertiefend

beleuchtet das buch bietet einzigartiges insiderwissen innovative

managementansätze und erfolgreiche beispiele aus der praxis zudem

liefert es zahlreiche hinweise und konkrete anleitungen wie eine
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konsistente csr strategie entwickelt und wettbewerbsvorteile erzielt werden

können das werk macht eindrucksvoll klar dass nachhaltiges wirtschaften

eine investition in die zukunft ist und öffnet ein neues paradigma in der

managementliteratur dass wirtschaft und gesellschaft wieder miteinander

verbindet

Covid-19 in Palestine

2024-01-11

israel and palestine were worlds apart during the pandemic that claimed

over five million lives globally while palestinians were forced to adopt

crude survival measures and endure economic privations israel was

praised as a vaccination world leader this book demonstrates how israel

utilized the pandemic to tighten surveillance and control over palestine

and the palestinians drawing on theories of settler colonialism and the

concept of necropolitics the book is a vital testament to the reality of the

israeli settler colonial project today the author uses case studies and

interviews with palestinians from the gaza strip hebron kufr aqab and the

jalazoon refugee camp to understand the lived experiences of palestinians

the newest colonial policies are discussed including how israel activated a

counter terrorism database that could track citizens and ensure they

adhered to lockdown regulations it also shows how israel destroyed

palestinian infrastructure essential for water sanitation and hygiene
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leaving palestinians unable to fight the virus the book shows that for

palestinians the pandemic was simply the latest in a long line of national

catastrophes in a context where settler colonialism prevails

People, Places, Checkmates

2010-03-23

fifteen chess enhanced lesson plans address national council for the

social studies standards for grades 4 8 and help prepare students to

succeed in university interscholastic league uil chess puzzle implement

the national council for the social studies ncss curriculum standards in

your classroom with people places checkmates teaching social studies

with chess in this unique volume 15 lesson plans teach culture history

geography and citizenship through the history of chess and its relationship

to art civics culture economics geography government and technology this

book will also help educators and librarians prepare students to succeed

in university interscholastic league uil chess puzzle each 40 minute lesson

plan includes an ncss theme materials and sources procedure and

evaluation each lesson is followed by an optional 10 25 minute chess

exercise composed of teacher background procedure and materials

expected time and evaluation a separate chapter teaches the chess

basics necessary for your students to actually play chess and successfully

complete the optional exercises lesson plans complement upper
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elementary and middle school curricula in world history u s history

geography and social studies

Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 25 – THE

ENIGMA OF MA’MUN’S TUNNEL PDF Download

2023-11-20

in this 88 page download letters early rays hilly rose the daily grail the

internet s best alternative science site now in print earth changes 2000

paradigm busting researchers gather in montana remote viewers in

alexandria first underwater psi explorers make history sacred geometry s

human face demonstration shows amazing connections energy medicine

in the o r surgical patients get help from an intuitive the attractions of

magnetism is a little child leading us to free energy rock lake unveils its

secrets underwater discovery made from the sky is the big bang dead

maverick astronomer halton arp challenges conventional wisdom the

enigma of ma mun s tunnel what did he really find in the great pyramid

the paranormal cellini did this renaissance master get cosmic help

america s magic mountains strange stories from rainier and shasta

astrology books recordings
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The Hatata Inquiries

2024-04-01

the hatata inquiries are two extraordinary texts of african philosophy

composed in ethiopia in the 1600s written in the ancient african language

of geʿez classical ethiopic these explorations of meaning and reason are

deeply considered works of rhetoric they advocate for women s rights and

rail against slavery they offer ontological proofs for god and question

biblical commands while delighting in the language of psalms they advise

on right living they put reason above belief desire above asceticism love

above sectarianism and the natural world above the human they explore

the nature of being as well as the nature of knowledge the human ethics

and the human relation with the divine they are remarkable examples of

something many assume doesn t exist early written african thought this

accessible english translation of the hatata inquiries along with extensive

footnotes documenting the cultural and historical context and the work s

many textual allusions enables all to read it and scholars to teach with it

the hatata inquiries are essential to understanding the global history of

philosophy being among the early works of rational philosophy the book

includes a translation by ralph lee with mehari worku and wendy laura

belcher of the hatata zara yaqob and the hatata walda heywat the

appendices by jeremy r brown provide information on the scribal

interventions in and the differences between the manuscripts of the two
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hatatas the book also includes a map chronology summary of the

translation principles and a discussion of the authorship debate about the

hatata inquiries

Empire of Images

2022-02-07

rome was an empire of images especially images that bolstered their

imperial identity visual and material items portraying battles myths

captives trophies and triumphal parades were particularly important across

the roman empire but where did these images originate and what shaped

them empire of images explores the development of the roman visual

language of power in the republic in iberian peninsula the gallic provinces

and greece and macedonia centering the development of imperial imagery

in overseas conquest drawing on a range of material evidence this book

argues that roman imperial imagery developed through prolonged

interaction with and adaptation by subjugated peoples despite their

starring role in roman imagery the populations of rome s provinces

continuously reinterpreted and reimagined roman images of power to

navigate their membership in the new imperial community and in doing so

contributed to the creation of a universal visual language that continues to

shape how rome is understood
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Contemporary Jewish Communities in Three

European Cities

2016-10-26

contemporary jewish identity integration and acculturation in europe has

become an urgent topic in view of the current wave of antisemitism and

reliable research on the present state of jewish identity is scarce lilach lev

ari has chosen three ethnically diverse communities paris brussels and

antwerp that can shed a light on the identity and acculturation of the

jewish minority in europe to understand patterns of social integration of

native born and immigrant jews in the three host societies she applies the

correlational quantitative method and has conducted semi structured

interviews the study can promote further understanding of jewish

continuity within the non jewish host societies in a situation when there is

a concern about the resilience and strength of the jewish communities vis

à vis new waves of antisemitism

Contemporary Perspectives on Art and

International Development

2021-06-08
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visual artists craftspeople musicians and performers have been supported

by the development community for at least twenty years yet there has

been little grounded and critical research into the practices and politics of

that support this new routledge book remedies that omission and brings

together varied perspectives from artists policy makers and researchers

working in the pacific africa latin america and europe to explore the

challenges and opportunities of supporting the arts in the development

context the book offers a series of grounded analyses which cover

strategies for the sustainability of arts enterprises innovative evaluation

methods theoretical engagements with questions of art agency and social

change artists entanglements with legal and structural frameworks

processes of cultural mapping and the artist donor interface the creative

economy is increasingly recognized as a driver of development and this

book also investigates the contribution made by the arts to the processes

of international development and considers how those processes can best

be supported by development agencies contemporary perspectives on art

and international development gives scholars of development studies

social and cultural geography anthropology cultural policy cultural studies

and global studies a contextually and thematically diverse range of

insights into this emerging research field
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A Grammar of Coastal Marind

2020-12-07

this grammar provides the first modern comprehensive description of

coastal marind it is a papuan language spoken by the coastal dwelling

marind anim formerly expansionistic head hunters of the southern new

guinea lowlands like the other languages of the poorly known anim family

coastal marind features astonishingly complex verb morphology and a

range of unusual phenomena including indexing of up to four arguments

on the verb verbal marking of focus the orientation system engagement

prefixes tracking the attention of the addressee and a system of four

genders realised by intricate agreement patterns the structure of the

language is examined in a detailed but accessible way and its many

complexities are brought to life by contextualised spontaneous data drawn

from a rich audio visual corpus

Welsh English

2016-01-15

this book is the first comprehensive research based description of the

development structure and use of welsh english a contact induced variety

of english spoken in the british isles present day accents and dialects of
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welsh english are the combined outcome of historical language shift from

welsh to english continued bilingualism intense contacts between wales

and england and multicultural immigration as a result welsh english is a

distinctive regionally and sociolinguistically diverse variety whose status is

not easily categorized in addition to existing research the present volume

utilizes a wide range of spoken corpus data gathered from across wales

in order to describe the phonology lexis and grammar of the variety it

includes discussion of sociolinguistic and cultural contexts and of ongoing

change in welsh english the place that welsh english occupies in relation

to other englishes in the inner and outer circles is also analysed the book

is accessible to the non specialist but of particular use to scholars

teachers and students interested in english in wales britain and the world

it provides an unparelleled resource on this long standing and vibrant

variety

Tracing Global Democracy

2019-12-02

focused on the recently hotly debated topic at the crossroads of various

human and social sciences this book investigates the emergence of the

cosmopolitan idea of literature and its impact on the reconfiguration of the

european and non european political spaces the birthplace of this idea is

its designers traumatic experience as induced by the disconcerting
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condition of their abode the thesis is that the eighteenth and nineteenth

century s cosmopolitan projects that grow out of such deep frustrations

trace the twentieth century s global democracy this hidden origin of

cosmopolitan projects dismantles the usual european representation of

modernization as universal progress as myopic rather than being a

generous action of prominent subjects such as voltaire kant and goethe or

bakhtin derrida and deleuze cosmopolitanism is an enforced reaction of

the instances dispossessed by injury that search for the ways of healing it

yet as soon as their remedy establishes itself as the ground for universal

reconciliation it risks suppressing other s trauma i e turns from politics into

a police articulating the author s position in the recent debates on the

structure of democracy the epilogue suggests an alternative strategy

The Human Right to Democracy

2018-08-21

the human right to democracy is the first major study to offer a

comprehensive and up to date account of the debate it reconstructs the

relevant positions in that debate identifies the key points of disagreement

and proposes an understanding of the human right to democracy that

might form the basis of a wide consensus the book rejects the idea of a

comprehensive right to democratic institutions and instead argues for a

minimal human right to democracy which is best understood as an
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individual s right to voice the human right to voice is a right enjoyed by

any individual independently of his or her place of residence or nationality

to be heard and supported in cases of severe injustice that is tolerated or

condoned by the political community or polity of which the individual is a

member by bringing together human rights discourse and democratic

theory as well as taking into account practical politics this study broadens

the scope of the debatefrom a sometimes overly narrow focus the book is

of interest not only to political philosophers but also to international

lawyers diplomats representatives of civil society human rights activists

and specialists in development economics

Life as Spirit

2024-03-05

paul tillich is exceptional in modern theologians that his distinctive and

abundant understanding of the concept of life and spirit has the potential

to engage with other disciplines such as biology psychology cosmology

and social science and that his ontological understanding of life as spirit

which is so crucial in the ecological consideration is so complex and

subtle that enables powerful and critical inter religious dialogue in

environmental ethics this book argues that despite the fact that tillich did

not engage in ecological and environmental theology directly his abundant

personal experience of nature mysticism and intellectual understanding of
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the idea of nature rooted in his lutheran and german idealist heritages

and more importantly his ontological pneumatological holistic and multi

dimensional conception of unifying and differentiated reality perfectly and

organically coupled with the theonomous vision of theology of culture

nature and morality is profoundly ecologically oriented

Indigenous Legalities, Pipeline Viscosities

2023-11-06

indigenous legalities pipeline viscosities examines the relationship

between the wet suwet en and hydrocarbon pipeline development

showing how colonial governments and corporations seek to control

indigenous claims and how the wet suwet en resist tyler mccreary

explores pipeline regulatory review processes reviews attempts to

reconcile indigeneity with development and asks fundamental questions

about territory and jurisdiction in the process he offers historical context

for the continuing influences of colonialism on indigenous peoples

throughout mccreary demonstrates how the cyclical movements between

resistance and reconciliation are affected by the unequal relations

between indigenous peoples colonial governments and development

operations this sophisticated analysis invites readers to consider the

complex realities of indigenous and wet suwet en law as well as the

politics of pipeline development
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The Bible in Christian North Africa

2021-11-23

this second volume delves into the intricate dynamics that surrounded the

use of scripture by north african christians from the late fourth to the mid

seventh century ce it focuses on the multivalent ways in which scripture

was incorporated into the fabric of ecclesial existence and theological

reflection as well as on scripture s role in informing and supporting these

christians decision making processes this volume also highlights the

intricate theological and philosophical deliberations that were carried out

between and among influential north african christian leaders and scholars

in diverse cultural and geopolitical settings while paying attention to the

complex manner in which these scripture laden discourses intersected the

wide variety of religious opinions and ecclesiastical and or theological

movements that so clearly marked this region in this era

Between East and West

2019-09-23

drawing on a wide range of sources and historiographical material

between east and west provides a comprehensive analysis of the efforts

of the moscow princes to form a centralized russian state according to the
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author the unification of russia around moscow was not historically

inevitable tver novgorod and the grand duchy of lithuania also claimed

this role and if they had been victorious a less authoritarian less

autocratic and less despotic russian state could have emerged professor

shaikhutdinov rejects the concept of the mongol tatar yoke and claims

that relations between moscow and ulus jochi golden horde were more

complicated and interdependent the influence of ulus jochi on moscow

was especially strong in the political economic and military spheres while

the religious field was dominated by the influence from byzantium the

volume discusses in detail the geopolitical aspirations of russia and the

moscow third rome theory in sum the formation of the moscow state was

directly influenced by both internal and external factors countries of the

east and the west

The British Legation in Prague

2023-01-30

this book analyses the issue of czech german relations within

czechoslovakia between 1933 and 1938 following adolf hitler s accession

to the office of chancellor the german minority in czechoslovakia began to

progressively mobilise and gradually radicalise such that the majority of

them supported the sudeten german party in the 1935 elections and

played a large part in the end of the first czechoslovak republic three
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years later

Different Shades of the Past

2022-12-05

in his book 21 lessons for the 21st century the historian yuval noah

harrari wrote that man had the possibility to conquer the world precisely

because he could create fictional stories and believe in them people

created more and more complex stories about themselves that served

and continue to serve according to the professor of the university of

jerusalem building unity social harmony and gaining power a narrative

about past in which memory fragmentation and victimisation play a large

role may be a temptation to instrumentalise the past this is especially true

in relation to the events of the twentieth century when a series of bloody

war conflicts occurred as shown in the following post conference volume

today the wars of the past world war i and world war ii indian pakistani

war and current conflicts russo ukrainian war war in sudan or nagorno

karabakh are also a catalyst for the process of instrumentalisation this

process can be analysed both at the level of the evolution of the language

of conflict including the erosion of the values of democratic dialogue and

the use of specific means of commemorating the past monuments

museums the internet
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Europe, 1859

2022-08-22

in 1859 charles baudelaire is writing the poetry and criticism of the new

urban cultural and social world which would make him described by a

number of historians as the first modern indeed it is he who coined the

term modernity in the east ivan turgenev with on the eve begins

reflections about russia and modernity which would result in his next

novel set in 1859 fathers and sons the latter still resonates today in

switzerland jacob burckhardt is inventing the renaissance as a means of

understanding what is happening in his own time indeed we never talked

about a renaissance until burckhardt published his the civilization of the

renaissance in italy in 1860 something he wrote in order to better

understand his own times in the west several important and central works

of european culture are being written in england by both british writers

and exiles marx is researching das capital and writing a contribution to

the critique of political economy mazzini is writing his major work on

modern nationalism the duties of man just as italy is beginning its decade

of unification and the european map is beginning a period of extraordinary

change john stuart mill published his on liberty in early 1859 still the work

that is the modern ground of democratic ideas dealing with the

relationship between liberty and authority and in november 1859 one of

the dozen or so most influential works of all of european history and
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science one that shattered many pre modern concepts the origin of

species was published by charles darwin the thinkers who were prominent

at the time were in a full sense public intellectuals their works were read

debated applauded feared defended and scorned in the public forums

what philosophers sometimes called the marketplace it was in 1859 that

modernity the world as we now know it gets confronted and encountered

as a result concepts and ideas we still use then new get thought about

and become part of the public discourse from this point on the dialogue is

forever transformed

Touts

2020-07-14

touts is a historical account of the troubled formation of a colonial labor

market in the gulf of guinea and a major contribution to the historiography

of indentured labor which has relatively few reference points in africa the

setting is west africa s largest island fernando po or bioko in today s

equatorial guinea 100 kilometers off the coast of nigeria the spanish ruled

this often ignored island from the mid nineteenth century until 1968 a

booming plantation economy led to the arrival of several hundred

thousand west african principally nigerian contract workers on steamships

and canoes in touts enrique martino traces the confusing transition from

slavery to other labor regimes paying particular attention to the labor
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brokers and their financial logistical and clandestine techniques for

bringing workers to the island martino combines multi sited archival

research with the concept of touts as lumpen brokers to offer a detailed

study of how commercial labor relations could develop shift and collapse

through the recruiters own techniques such as large wage advances and

elaborate deceptions the result is a pathbreaking reconnection of labor

mobility contract law informal credit structures and exchange practices in

african history

Britain's Ferns

2020-01-20

the only comprehensive photographic guide to the ferns clubmosses

quillworts and horsetails of britain this is a comprehensive lavishly

illustrated and user friendly photographic identification guide to the fifty

seven ferns and seventeen other pteridophytes that occur in britain it is

the perfect companion for botanists naturalists professional ecologists and

anyone else with an interest in this fascinating group of non flowering

vascular plants designed to appeal to beginners and experts alike this

authoritative book includes novel identification keys and comparison

tables that have been carefully devised to present only essential easily

understood technical terms and descriptions avoiding jargon as much as

possible cross referenced throughout to facilitate the comparison of similar
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species this definitive field guide is the go to source for identifying these

species with confidence features hundreds of stunning colour photographs

comprehensive coverage of britain s 57 species of ferns 6 clubmosses 3

quillworts and 8 horsetails includes novel easy to use jargon free

identification keys and comparison tables beautifully designed user

friendly and accessible

A Geography of Jihad

2024-07-01

this book addresses the jihad movement that created the largest african

state of the 19th century the sokoto caliphate existing for 99 years from

1804 until its military defeat by european colonial troops in 1903 the

author carves out the entanglements of jihadist ideology and warfare with

geographical concepts at africa s periphery of the islamic world

geographical knowledge about the boundary between the land of islam

and the land of war the pre colonial construction of the muslim and the

unbeliever and the transfer of ideas between political elites and mobile

actors traders pilgrims slaves soldiers whose reports helped shape new

definitions of the african frontier of islam research for this book is based

on the study of a very wide range of arabic and west african hausa

fulfulde manuscripts their policies reveal the persistent reciprocity of

jihadist warfare and territorial statehood of africa and the middle east
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stephanie zehnle is assistant professor jprof of extra european history at

kiel university christian albrechts universität her work on african and trans

continental history includes research on the history of islam human animal

relations and comics in africa

Applied Global Health Humanities

this book highlights the importance of global anglophone literature in

global health humanities shaping perceptions of health issues in the

global south and among minorities in the global north using twelve novels

it explores the historical political sociocultural ethical and environmental

aspects of health by analyzing the experiences of characters who suffer

from infectious diseases mental disorders or disabilities and who seek

holistic healing practices
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